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Thought Field Therapy® (TFT) Boot Camp 

The Best of the Best - in 2010 
January 23-24, 2010 – Indio, California 
February 6-7, 2010 – London, England 

April 17 – 18, 2010 – Salt Lake City, UT 
September 25-26, 2010 – Chicago, IL 

 
At the request of many of our customers and fellow professionals, we have taken the 

very best TFT has to offer and created an all new course, TFT Boot Camp. This 
exciting new learning experience includes the best parts from each of our popular and 

long time courses: 
 

1 Algorithm Level Training  
2 Step A – Basic Diagnostic Self-Study Program 
3 Sensitivities, Intolerances and Toxins – Self Study Program 
4 Voltmeter & Psychological Reversal downloadable book 
5 Algorithm wall chart download 

 
Many part time practitioners and healthcare workers from other fields have said – “I have heard so 

much about the power of TFT and want to be able to add it to my practice, but I don’t  
have the time or need to learn all the levels of training and comprehensive theory.   

Can’t you just give me the most effective tools to add to my practice.” 
 

Others, like mothers, school teachers, massage therapists and clergy tell us they want to be able  
to use the powerful tools of TFT to help their friends, family or congregations, but they don’t want to 
know all the theory behind it or do a lot of studying.  They just want to help themselves and others.  
And others are saying, we can’t take the time away from work to travel and attend a 3-day seminar. 

 
So,…………we have created a course that specifically meets the needs of these individuals: 
• Healthcare workers in other fields like medicine, homeopathy, chiropractic, and naturopathic  
• Part-time practitioners 
• Human resource managers 
• Parents 
• Counselors 
• Teachers 
• Clergy 
• Business owners 
• Coaches 



 
 

Our ALL NEW TFT BOOTCAMP is an intensive, 2-day, weekend course that takes the best of 
each level of TFT and puts it all together in one comprehensive program. 

 Dear Friend: 
  

Thought Field Therapy® (TFT) is gaining worldwide attention at an ever increasing rate.  Dr. 
Callahan’s latest book, Tapping the Healer Within, is now available in Danish, Norwegian, Japanese, 
French, Chinese, Korean, Spanish, Arabic and soon to be printed in Russian, and, also in the United 
Kingdom in paperback.  The results TFT achieves for our readers are positively astounding. 

 
There is an ever-increasing demand to learn TFT at all levels. Public awareness is constantly 

growing as TFT is recommended by high profile individuals, trainers and celebrities such as 
Paul McKenna (UK) and Jack Canfield (Success Principles, USA) and Kevin Trudeau (Natural 
Cures, USA), and recently Joe Vitale (of the Secret) in his new DVD.  They use and recommend 
TFT on national television and in best-selling books throughout Europe and USA.   

 
You and I know there are millions of consumers in today’s chaotic, rapidly-changing 

world, who could greatly improve their lives through these simple self-applied procedures. 
  
TFT has been called one of the “power therapies” of the next century.  Now in its thirtieth 

year of development, TFT is recognized as “...one of the most effective and most powerful for quick 
clinical relief and help....and the idea of psychological reversal is one of the major discoveries in 
psychology.”  Gary Emery, PhD, co-author, Anxiety Disorders and Phobias:  A Cognitive 
Perspective. 
    

We are now making it possible for virtually any professional to receive personal instruction in 
the best of TFT algorithms and diagnosis directly from the developers, either Roger or Joanne.  You all 
now have the opportunity to join the healing world of TFT, learning just what you need to help your 
family or boost your practice.  Here is what some of the part-time practitioners or healthcare 
professionals from other fields have said about their training in TFT. 
  
“As a physician, I have attended trainings given by chiropractors, physicians, universities and 
pharmaceutical companies and this is the best training I have ever taken with its potential for 
human healing”.  
Arthur R. Davis, Jr. MD 
  
"When I observe a number of suffering patients who did not respond to our usual treatment 
modalities, suddenly get better after TFT algorithms are given, I don’t need a double-blind 
controlled study to tell me the value of TFT”   
James McKoy, MD 
Chief, Pain Clinic, Chief, Rheumatology Service, Assistant Chief, Neuroscience Dept.  
Kaiser Permanente, Hawaii region 
  

You will be learning the same powerful algorithms that the ATFT Foundation has used in the 
field in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, or in Rwanda with orphans of the genocide.  This 
powerful complex algorithm helps war veterans, disaster victims and genocide victims, imagine how it 
could help you and your clients or loved ones with their daily traumas and challenges. 



Another, very powerful procedure you will learn is how to help cravings and addictive urges, 
even obsessive negative behaviors.  In fact, these procedures are so effective, top weight loss and 
addiction professionals use them as the basis or part of their best-selling programs. 
 

When I first read about TFT, I had no idea of the positive effect it was going to have on my life and 
the lives of so many people that I have come into contact with. I have always believed if you really 
want to learn something properly, go to the source.  As soon as I met Roger Callahan, I was 
immediately impressed with his compassion and intelligence. I have been practicing TFT and 
evangelistically spreading the word of this wonderful technology now for several years and I never 
cease to be amazed by the powerful effect that it has upon people to change their lives for the 
better.      Paul McKenna, PhD, author of I Can Make You Thin.  

 
This is what New York Times best selling author Kevin Trudeau says about TFT in his latest book.     
"There is one other incredibly powerful and effective techniques that can reduce stress and 
anxiety, and eliminate uncontrollable urges to eat when you are not hungry. this technique 
also has been proven to cure post-traumatic stress disorder and phobias in virtually five 
minutes! The techniques was developed by Dr. Roger Callahan, PhD...." pg. 168  
 

Past Boot Camp attendees have found it an amazing, information packed program.  Jeff 
Newman says, “As a busy marketing strategist and consultant I’m always looking for tools that 
will give my clients the competitive edge and I don’t have time to waist learning theories that 
don’t apply directly to business in the real world.   

 
The program was amazing, we learned incredible tools to instantly enrich our well 

being…and in business you need to be at your best mentally and physically all the time or you’ll 
be out of business!  This intense, information packed program over delivered and I am grateful 
for my business colleagues who introduced me to TFT.” 

 
Our past trainees agree TFT is by far the most effective and efficient treatment available 

today.  Many come back for a further training or a refresher course and the latest developments 
in TFT procedures.  We encourage their continued education in TFT. 

TFT Bootcamp includes the complete toxin procedures and materials in the self-help 
package, Sensitivities, Intolerances and Toxins.  These powerful techniques are so very 
important for improving overall health and quality of life.  Think how much better you or a 
family member could feel if you could eliminate all the negative side-effects of a necessary 
medication.  I know from personal experience, how much better life is without the headache, 
nausea or flu-like symptoms that come with some necessary medications. 

Attendees will also receive the materials included in the Step A Basic Diagnostic 
Training Program.  This material allows you to diagnose, i.e., determine the precise sequence 
of tapping required, to quickly help most psychological problems and daily stresses. 
   

This course includes hands-on training, practice and live demonstrations with the participants.    
 
All attendees have the opportunity to work on personal issues and many experience 
complete resolution of these issues during the weekend. 



 
Your training program includes hands-on training, relevant handouts, and a combination of 

demonstration and instructional support materials including actual recorded live sessions (to refer to 
again and again).  A variety of problems are addressed including; physical pain, abuse, trauma victims, 
anxiety or panic, depression, addictions, anorexia, simple phobias and many of life’s problems that we 
all experience. This gives you a wide background to not only rapidly increase your skills, but 
discover the benefits of TFT for yourself.   
 
  This is your opportunity to get hands on training from the developers of Callahan Techniques®, 
Thought Field Therapy®.  This information alone could add a complete new profit center to your 
practice and years of good health to your life.  Be a part of a rapidly growing international group 
healing world with TFT. 
  
Respectfully Yours, 

  
Joanne M Callahan, MBA 
President, Callahan Techniques, Ltd. 
 
PS  Attendance is Limited!  Be one of the first to experience a TFT Boot Camp.  Send a deposit now 
to reserve your seat.  Don’t forget you now get all these items in your course: 
 

Algorithm Level Training - $349 
Step A – Basic Diagnostic Self-Study Program – $499 
Sensitivities, Intolerances and Toxins – Self Study Program - $169 
Voltmeter & Psychological Reversal downloadable book - $79 
Algorithm wall chart download - $20 
 
All of the above are now presented in one comprehensive program with in-depth work on toxins 

including how to eliminate the side-effects of necessary medications, 
For Only $997.00 –  

 
PSS - Completion of the TFT Boot Camp meets the eligibility requirement  

for learning the TFT Voice Technology in our highly acclaimed  
Optimal Health Course. 

  
March 12-14, 2010, Indio, CA will be the only Voice Technology  

class offered in the US before the end of 2010.  If you want to expand  
your market, increase your earning potential and increase your success,  

you don't want to miss this life-changing course. 
 
 

 
 



 
 

            REGISTRATION – TFT Boot Camp 
  

[  ]        I am registering for the TFT Boot Camp Level Training checked below for only $997.00,  
 and authorize you to charge my Visa/MC card for my registration.   
 

TRAINING CHECKED BELOW: 
   
[  ]  Jan 23-24, 2010 – Indio, California 
[  ]  Feb 6-7, 2010 – London, England 
[  ]  April 17-18, 2010 – Salt Lake City, UT 
[  ]  Sept. 25-26, 2010 – Chicago, IL 
 
 [   ]  I have enclosed my check for $997.00  
    
  

Credit card charges:  Circle one -- MasterCard or Visa – PLEASE PRINT using Black Ink. 
  

Account #: ________________________________________Exp.______Security Code ______ 
  

Name as it appears on credit card:______________________________________ 
  
Signature: _____________________________________________________ 
  
Telephone: ____________________________Licenses held____________________ 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
E-mail address_____________________________________________________ 
  
Address___________________________________________________________ 
  
City, State, Country, Zip______________________________________________ 
 
* Cancellation Policy:  If you find you must cancel, you may cancel anytime prior to ten 10 days prior to the event 
and receive a refund (if you have paid with a credit card, you will receive your refund less the credit card fees).   If less than 
10 days prior to the event you may transfer your registration to any other scheduled training event. 
 
  

Exactly as you would like your certificate to read – PLEASE PRINT 
 
 
IF A CERTIFICATE MUST BE REPLACED DUE TO A REQUESTED CHANGE OF INFORMATION ON THIS FORM, THERE WILL 
BE A $25.00USD CHARGE. 

Mail or fax your registration to: 
Callahan Techniques®, Ltd., 
P.O. Box 1220 
Fax - (760) 347-0934    
La Quinta, CA  92247  USA 
Note - We reserve the right to cancel or reschedule 
any training if necessary. 
 


